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Ž .In this article, an abstract infinite dimensional neutral functional differential
equation arising from a cell population model is exhibited. It is then shown that a
large class of such equations can be solved by means of the theory of nonlinear
semigroups. Finally, application to the model equation is detailed. Q 1999 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this article, we consider the model of cell proliferation described by
the equation
q‘ q‘
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This model is a modification of a model first proposed in Kimmel et al.
w x9 . The original model was linear.
w xNonlinear variants were later considered in Arino and Kimmel 1, 2 and
w xArino and Mortabit 4 . The model is based on the subdivision of the cell
cycle into four consecutive phases represented as follows:
G S G M“ y “ y ; f ?, x “Ž .1 2
t ; g ., y x s F t , y .Ž . Ž .
During its progression inside the cycle, a cell keeps growing, although
Žwith a variable strength. Generally, it doubles its size from birth as a
. Ž .daughter cell to the end of the G phase before the M phase mitosis2
were it divides into two identical cells, each with half the constituents of
the mother cell.
w xThe main hypothesis introduced in 9 , in the case of subdivision of the
cell, is that the division is not equal.
Ž .Equation 1 takes into consideration two further aspects, compared to
w xthe one aspect in 9 .
ŽOne assumes here that the life duration of a cell that is, the length of a
.cycle is not determined by the initial size, but dependence is, in probabil-
Ž . Ž .ity, determined by a conditional density g ., j conditioned on the size :
t 2 Ž .H g t , j dt s Probability for the lifelength of a cell, with initial size j , tot1 w xlie within the interval t , t .1 2
As a result, the final size of cells cannot be expressed in terms of their
Ž w x.initial size only as was assumed in 9 but it is also a function of the
Ž .lifelength: f t , j .
w xA linear model based on these considerations was presented in 3 .
Here, we introduce the limiting effects due to the environment in the form
of a function of the total population, which decays to zero when population
w x Ž .grows to q‘. Such models were considered in 1, 2 . Equation 1 collects
w xand extends two previous models: a linear by Arino, et al. 3 and a
w x Ž .nonlinear by Arino and Kimmel 1 . Equation 1 is an integral equation
w xand was studied as such in 1, 3 .
Here we transform the integral equation into a functional differential
Ž .equation of neutral type NFDE that we solve under suitable hypotheses.
w xThus, we obtain both a strict extension of previous existence results 1, 3
and novel regularity properties verified by the solutions of the NFDE.
Ž . Ž .Differentiating formally Eq. 1 with respect to time yields the NFDE,
›
n t , . s G n . , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t› t
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1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..where G is a nonlinear operator defined from W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘
1Ž .into L 0, q‘ by
ÇG w s 2 K w H L wŽ . Ž . Ž .
q‘ q‘
= f ., f t , j g t , j w yt , j dj dtŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
0 0
q 2 H L wŽ .
q‘ q‘ ›
= f ., f t , j g t , j w yt , j dj dt 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
›u0 0
with
q‘ q‘ ›¡ 0
K w s w u , j g t , y du dt dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H
›u0 0 yt~ ,
q‘ q‘ 0
L w s w u , j g t , y du dt dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H¢
0 0 yt
1, 1Žw 1Ž ..for every w g W yr, 0; L 0, q‘ .
Ž .Under appropriate assumptions on the parameters defining Eq. 1 , one
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..shows that, for each initial value n g W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘ and each0
Ž .T ) 0, NFDE 2 possesses one and only one solution n, n g
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..W yr, T ; L 0, q‘ .
Ž . Ž .Integrating 2 , one obtains the solution of 1 and, in the same way as in
w x2 , one shows that it is nonnegative for all t G 0, if n G 0.0
Ž . Ž .2. RESOLUTION OF THE NFDE: x t s F xÇ t
Ž .In order to study Eq. 2 , we give some results on the following class of
NFDEs.
dx
1, 1 w xs F x , x s w g W yr , 0 ; X , 0 F t F T , 4Ž . Ž .Ž .t 0dt
w xwhere x: yr, T “ X, 0 - r - q‘ is the delay, X is a Banach space with
< < Ž . Ž .norm . , and x is the history defined pointwise by x u s x t q u , forX t t
w xall u g yr, 0 .
1, 1Žw x .We suppose that F: W yr, 0 ; X “ X, is Lipschitz continuous, with
Lipschitz constant a ; i.e.,
5 5H : F w y F w F a w y w ,Ž . Ž . 1, 1ŽF . 1 2 1 2X
1, 1 w xfor all w , w g W yr , 0 ; X .Ž .1 2
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1, 1Žw x .And, we define the space W a, b ; X by
1, 1 w xW a, b ; XŽ .
¡ 1 ƒw x w xf g L a, b ; X ; f absolutely continuous on a, b ,Ž .
X X 1 w xf exists a.e., f g L a, b ; X ,Ž .~ ¥s .
t X w xand f t s f a q f s ds, ; t g a, bŽ . Ž . Ž .H¢ §
a
1, 1Žw x .For all f g W a, b ; X , we define the following norm:
b b X5 5f s f s ds q f s ds. 5Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 1 H H
a a
w xNote by 5 that if dim X - q‘, or X is a reflexive Banach space, then
w xeach absolutely continuous function x: a, b “ X, is a.e differentiable,
Ž . Ž . b XŽ .and x t s x a q H x s ds.a
w xIn 7 , Dyson and Villella-Bressan proved the existence and uniqueness




2, 1Žw x .where A is a nonlinear operator defined on W yr, 0 ; X with values
1, 1Žw x .in W yr, 0 ; X by
2, 1 w xAw s w and w g D A s w g W yr , 0 ; X : w 0 s F w . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ç Ç
6Ž .
Ž .These authors proved that if F satisfies H , then A is 1 q a -dissipativeŽF .
Ž . 1, 1Žw x .and such that Im I y l A s W yr, 0 ; X , for l ) 0 small enough.
w x ŽTherefore, by the Crandall and Liggett theorem 6 , lim I yn“q‘
Ž . .yn 1, 1Žw x .trn A w exists for all t G 0 and for all w g W yr, 0 ; X . If we
t ynŽ . Ž . Ž .define T t w s lim I y A w, then T t is a nonlinear stronglyn“q‘ n
Ž . 1, 1Žw x .continuous semigroup of type 1 q a on W yr, 0 ; X . More precisely,
w xit is proved in 7 that:
w x Ž .THEOREM 1 7 . Let F satisfy H . Then, A defined by 6 generates aŽF .
Ž . Ž . 1, 1Žw x .semigroup T t of type 1 q a in W yr,0 ; X . Set
w xw t if t g yr , 0Ž .
x t sŽ . ½ T t w 0 if t ) 0.Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Ž . 1, 1Žw x .Then x t is the unique strong solution of Eq. 4 for all w g W yr, 0 ; X .
 1Žw x . Ž . Ž .4If w g E s w g C yr, 0 ; X : w 0 s F w , then the solution is contin-Ç
uously differentiable.
w xIn 10 , we proposed another method. A direct approach by means of an
integral equation was considered. More precisely, we proved that there
exists an integer N, such that K n is a strict contraction, for all n G N,
where K is given by
t¡
w 0 q F x ds if t ) 0Ž . Ž .H s~Kx t s .Ž . Ž . 0¢ w xw t if t g yr , 0Ž .
 1, 1Žw x . w x4K is defined on the set E s y g W yr, T ; X : y s w on yr, 0 ,w
1, 1Žw x .where T ) 0 is arbitrary and w g W yr, 0 ; X is the initial datum of
Ž .4 .
w xIn 10 the following theorem was proved:
 1, 1Žw x .THEOREM 2. Let F satisfy H and E s y g W yr, T ; X : y s wŽF . w
w x4 Ž .on yr, 0 . Then, NFDE 4 has a unique solution x g E , for all T ) 0,w
1, 1Žw x .and for each initial data w g W yr, 0 ; X .
Set
T t w s x , 7Ž . Ž .t
with
x t q u if t q u ) 0Ž .
x u s . 8Ž . Ž .t ½ w t q u if t q u F 0Ž .
Finally, we quote the following proposition that will be used for the
Ž .resolution of NFDE 2 .
w x Ž .PROPOSITION 3 10 . Suppose that F ¤erifies H . Then, a The family ofŽF .
 Ž .4 1, 1Žw x . 1, 1Žw x .operators T t defined from W yr, 0 ; X into W yr, 0 ; X byt G 0
Ž .7 is a nonlinear strongly continuous semigroup that ¤erifies the following
w xrelation: for all u g yr, 0 ,
tqu¡
w 0 q F T s w ds if t q u ) 0Ž . Ž .Ž .H~T t w u s . 9Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 0¢w t q u if t q u F 0Ž .
Ž . 1, 1Žw x .b For all w , w g W yr, 0 ; X and all t G 0, we ha¤e1 2
Žaq1. t 5 5T t w y T t w F e w y w . 10Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 11 2 1 21, 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .c The operator A defined by 6 is the infinitesimal generator of T t .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .3. RESOLUTION OF THE NFDE: ›r› t n t, . s G n .t
Ž .The parameters of Eq. 1 are the functions f , f, g , and H. We make
the following hypotheses:
1Ž 2 . q‘ Ž .H : f g L IR , f G 0, and H f y, x dy s 1, for all x G 0.Ž f . q 0
1Ž 2 . q‘ Ž .H : g g L IR , g G 0, H g t , x dt s 1 and there exists a con-Žg . q 0
< Ž . < Ž . w . w .stant k ) 0, such that g t , x F k, for all t , x g 0, q‘ = 0, q‘ .
There exist A , A , t , and t such that 0 - t - t , 0 - A - A , and1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž . w x w xsupp g ., j ; t , t , for all j g A , A .1 2 1 2
Ž 2 .H : f g C IR and f G 0.Žf . q
1 ÇŽ .H : H g C IR , 0 F H F 1, and H, H are locally Lipschitz.ŽH .
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..We define the norm in W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘ by
0 0
5 5 1 1w s w u , . du q w u , . du 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ç1, 1 H HL L
yr yr
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..for all w g W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘ .
PROPOSITION 4. We suppose H , H , H , and H . Then, the mapŽ f . Žg . Žf . ŽH .
Ž .Ž . Ž5 5 . 1, 1Žw x 1Žw “ G w . x w is Lipschitz continuous from W yr, 0 ; L 0,1, 1R
.. 1Ž .q‘ into L 0, q‘ , where
< <¡1 if x F R
< <0 if x G 2 R
1~x x s . 12Ž . Ž .y x q 2 if R F x F 2 RR R
1
x q 2 if y2 R F x F yR¢R
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..Proof. Let w , w g W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘ . For each x G 0, we will1 2
evaluate the following expression:
5 5 5 5G w x x w y G w x x wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1, 1 1, 11 R 1 2 R 2
5 5s G w x y G w x x wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 11 2 R 2
5 5 5 5y G w x x w y x w . 13Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1, 1 1, 11 R 2 R 1
Ž5 5 5 5 .We consider three possible cases: w F R and w F R ,1, 1 1, 11 2
Ž5 5 5 5 . Ž5 5 5 5 .w G 2 R and w G 2 R , and w F R and w G 2 R .1, 1 1, 1 1, 1 1, 11 2 1 2
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5 5 5 5Case I. w G 2 R and w G 2 R. So, we have1, 1 1, 11 2
5 5 5 5G w x x w y G w x x w s 0.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1, 1 1, 11 R 1 2 R 2
5 5 5 5Case II. w F R and w G 2 R.1, 1 1, 11 2
Ž .From 13 one obtains
5 5 5 5G w x x w y G w x x wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1, 1 1, 11 R 1 2 R 2
< 5 5 5 5s G w x x w y x wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 1 1, 11 R 2 R 1
< < < 5 5 5 5F G w x x w y wŽ . Ž . Lip 1, 1 1, 11 R 2 1
< < 5 5F G w x x w y w .Ž . Ž . Lip 1, 11 R 2 1
So,
q‘
5 5 5 5G w x x w y G w x x w dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H 1, 1 1, 11 R 1 2 R 2
0
q‘
< < 5 5F x w y w G w x dx.Ž . Ž .Lip 1, 1HR 2 1 1
0
Now, we prove that there exists a constant C ) 0, such that
q‘
G w x dx F C ,Ž . Ž .H 1
0
5 5 w x Ž .for all w , such that w F R: w is defined on yr, 0 , so, in 31, 11 1 1
w x X Ž .t g 0, r . By a change of variable t s yt and integrating 3 from 0 to
q‘, we obtain
q‘
G w x dxŽ . Ž .H
0
ÇF 2 K w H L wŽ . Ž .Ž .
q‘ q‘ 0
= f x , f yt , j g yt , j w t , j dj dt dxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H H½ 5
0 0 yr
q‘ q‘ 0
q 2 H L w f x , f yt , j g yt , jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H H½
0 0 yr
= w t , j dj dt dx .Ž .Ç 5
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From H , we haveŽg .
q‘ q‘ 0
K w F w u , y g t , y du dt dyŽ . Ž . Ž .ÇH H H
0 0 yr
q‘ 0




L w F w u , y g t , y du dt dyŽ . Ž . Ž .H H H
0 0 yr
q‘ 0
F w u , y du dy F R . 15Ž . Ž .H H
0 yr
Then, there exists a constant k ) 0, such that1
ÇH L w F k . 16Ž . Ž .Ž . 1
So, from H , we obtainŽ f .
q‘
G w x dxŽ . Ž .H
0
q‘ q‘0 0
F 2k R w t , j dj dt q 2 w t , j dj dtŽ . Ž .ÇH H H H1
0 yr 0 yr
F 2 k R q 1 R .Ž .1
Finally, we have
5 5 5 5 5 5G w x x w y G w x x w F l w y w1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1, 1 1, 1 1, 11 R 1 2 R 2 1 1 2L
17Ž .
Ž . < <with l s 2 k R q 1 R x .Lip1 1 R
5 5 5 5Case III. w F R and w F R. Therefore,1, 1 1, 11 2
5 5 5 5G w x x w y G w x x wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1, 1 1, 11 R 1 2 R 2
s G w x y G w xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
q‘ 0Çs 2 K w H L w f x , f yt , jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H1 1
0 yr
= g yt , j w t , j dj dtŽ . Ž .1
q‘ 0
q 2 H L w f x , f yt , jŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H1
0 yr
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= g yt , j w t , j dj dtŽ . Ž .Ç1
q‘ 0Çy 2 K w H L w f x , f yt , jŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H2 2
0 yr
= g yt , j w t , j dj dtŽ . Ž .2
q‘ 0
y 2 H L w f x , f yt , jŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .H H2
0 yr
= g yt , j w t , j dj dt .Ž . Ž .Ç2
q‘ < Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . <So, H G w x y G w x dx F I q I q I q I , where0 1 2 1 2 3 4
ÇI s 2 K w H L wŽ . Ž .Ž .1 1 1
q‘ q‘ 0
= f x , f yt , j g yt , jŽ . Ž .Ž .H H H
0 0 yr
= w t , j y w t , j dj dt dx ,Ž . Ž .1 2
Ç ÇI s 2 K w H L w y K w H L wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 1 1 2 2
q‘ q‘ 0
= f x , f yt , j g yt , jŽ . Ž .Ž .H H H
0 0 yr
= w t , j dj dt dx ,Ž .2
I s 2 H L wŽ .Ž .3 2
q‘ q‘ 0
= f x , f yt , j g yt , jŽ . Ž .Ž .H H H
0 0 yr
= w t , j y w t , j dj dt dx ,Ž . Ž .Ç Ç2 1
and,
I s 2 H L w y H L wŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .4 1 2
q‘ q‘ 0
= f x , f yt , j g yt , j w t , j dj dt dx.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ÇH H H 2
0 0 yr
Ž . Ž . Ž .In view of H , H , H , 14 , 15 , and 16 , we haveŽ f . Žg . ŽH .
q‘ 0
5 5I F 2 Rkk w t , j y w t , j dj dt F l w y wŽ . Ž .H H 1, 11 1 1 2 2 1 2
0 yr
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with l s 2 Rkk ,2 1
ÇI F 2 Rk K w y K w H L wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .2 1 2 1
Ç Çq K w H L w y H L wŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 42 1 2
q‘ 0
F 2 Rkk w t , j y w t , j dj dtŽ . Ž .Ç ÇH H1 1 2
0 yr
q‘ 02 Ç< <q 2 R k H w t , j y w t , j dj dtŽ . Ž .LipH H 1 2
0 yr
5 5F l w y w 1, 13 1 2
Ž .with l s 2 Rk k q R ,3 1
q‘ 0
5 5I F 2k w t , j y w t , j dj dt F l w y wŽ . Ž .Ç ÇH H 1, 13 1 2 4 1 2
0 yr
with l s 2k, and4
q‘ 02< < 5 5I F 2 H k R w t , j y w t , j dj dt F l w y w ,Ž . Ž .Lip H H 1, 14 1 2 5 1 2
0 yr
< < 2with l s 2 H k R.Lip5
So,
q‘
G w x y G w x dx F I q I q I q IŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 2 1 2 3 4
0
5 5F l q l q l q l w y w .Ž . 1, 12 3 4 5 1 2
Then, there exists a constant a ) 0, such that
5 5 5 5 5 5G w . x w y G w . x w F a w y w .1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1, 1 1, 1 1, 11 R 1 2 R 2 1 2L
Thus, by Theorem 2, the problem
›¡
5 5n t , . s G n . x nŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1, 1t R t~ 18Ž .› t¢n s w0
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1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..has a unique solution n g W yr, T ; L 0, q‘ , for all T ) 0, and for
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..all initial data w g W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘ .
4. APPLICATION TO THE INTEGRAL EQUATION
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..For all R ) 0 and for all w g W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘ , we define
T t w s n . 19Ž . Ž .R t
 Ž .4Then, by Proposition 3, the family T t is a nonlinear stronglyR t G 0
Ž . 1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..continuous semigroup of type a q 1 on W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘ , and
verifies the relation
tqu¡
5 5w 0, x q G T s w x x T s w dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H 1, 1R R R
0~T t w u , x sŽ . Ž .Ž .R if t q u ) 0¢w t q u , x if yr F t q u F 0,Ž .
20Ž .
Ž .and the infinitesimal generator of T t is given byR
A w s wÇR
2, 1 w x 1D A s w g W yr , 0 ; L 0, q‘ :Ž . Ž . Ž .R
5 5w 0, . s G w . x w . 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 4Ç 1, 1R
Ž . w .The map t ‹ T t w is continuous on 0, q‘ . So, for all w in the ballR
Ž . Ž . 5 Ž . 5B 0, R , there exists t w, R ) 0 such that T t w - R, for all t -1, 1R
Ž .t w, R . Then we set
t w s sup s ) 0, T t w - R , 0 F t F s . 22Ž . Ž . Ž . 4R R 1, 1
Ž . x wNote that the map R ‹ t w is monotone strictly increasing on 0, q‘ .R
Ž .We will now prove that essentially T t w is independent on R, for allR
Ž . Ž .w g B 0, R , provided that t - t w, R . In fact,
PROPOSITION 5. For all R , R ) 0, such that R ) R and for all1 2 2 1
Ž . Ž . Ž . w Ž .ww g B 0, R , we ha¤e T t w s T t w, for all t g 0, t w .1 R R R1 2 1
w Ž .w Ž . Ž .Proof. Let t g 0, t w . So, t - t w - t w , thereforeR R R1 1 2
x T t w s x T s 1Ž . Ž .ž /R R R R Ž t .w1 1 2 21, 1 1, 1
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and
T t w y T t wŽ . Ž .R R1 2 1, 1
q‘ 0
s T t w u , x y T t w u , x du dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H R R1 2
0 yr
q‘ › ›0
q T t w u , x y T t w u , x du dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H R R1 2›u ›u0 yr
q‘ 0
s T t q u w 0, x y T t q u w 0, x du dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H R R1 2
0 yt
q‘ › ›0
q T t q u w 0, x y T t q u w 0, x du dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H R R1 2›u ›u0 yt
q‘ t
s T h w 0, x y T h w 0, x dh dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H R R1 2
0 0
q‘ › ›t
q T h w 0, x y T h w 0, x dh dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H R R1 2›h ›h0 0
q‘ ht
s G T s w x y G T s w x ds dh dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H H R R1 2
0 0 0
q‘ t
q G T h w x y G T h w x dh dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H R R1 2
0 0
t
F ta T s w y T s w dsŽ . Ž .H R R1 2 1, 10
t
q a T h w y T h w dhŽ . Ž .H R R1 2 1, 10
t
F a 1 q t w T s w y T s w ds.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .HR R R1 1 2 1, 10
So, by Gronwall's lemma, we have,
w wT t w y T t w s 0, for all t g 0, t w .Ž . Ž . Ž .R R R1 2 11, 1
Ž . Ž .From 19 , we have T t w s n . Thus,R t
T t w 0, x if t ) 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Rn t , x s 23Ž . Ž .½ w xw t , x if t g yr , 0 .Ž .
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Ž . Ž . w Ž .wLet R , such that t w s sup t w and 0, t w the maximal0 R R ) 5 w 5 R R0 1, 1 0
Ž . Ž .interval where a solution n of 18 is defined. Then, for each T - t w ,R 01, 1Žw x 1Ž .. Ž .n g W 0, T ; L 0, q‘ and is unique as a solution of 18 .<w0, T x
Ž .We will now show that t w s q‘. Indeed, we have the following:R 0
Ž .PROPOSITION 6. If t w - q‘, thenR 0
5 5lim sup h s q‘.1, 1t
yt“tR0
Proof. The proof is done by contradiction. Suppose that there exists
5 5 w Ž .w Ž .k ) 0, such that n F k, for all t g 0, t w . Then, by 19 ,1, 1t R 0
wT t w F k , for all t g 0, t w .Ž . Ž .R R0 01, 1
Ž . Ž .We have t w F t w , therefore k F R . So,k R 00
wT t w F R for all t g 0, t w .Ž . Ž .R 0 R0 01, 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .There exists T ) 0, such that t w y Tr2 - T - t w . So, Eq. 18 hasR R0 0w x Ž Ž . .a unique solution on 0, T , for the initial data w s T t w y Tr2 w.Ä R R0 0
T T
w s T t w y w - R because t w y - t w .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä 1, 1 R R 0 R R0 0 0 0ž / ž /2 21, 1
Ž .The solution of Eq. 18 is given by
T T
n s T t w s T t T t w y w s T t q t w y wŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ät R R R R R R0 0 0 0 0 0ž / ž /2 2
w xfor all t g 0, T .
Ž . w Ž . wWe denote j s t q t w y Tr2. Then, j g 0, t w q Tr2 and h sR R j0 0
Ž . Ž . w Ž . wT j w is a solution of 18 on 0, t w q Tr2 , for the initial data w.R R0 0 w Ž .wThis is a contradiction with the maximality of interval 0, t w . So,R 0
5 5lim sup n s q‘.1, 1t
t“tR0
5 5 w Ž .w Ž .From the fact that n - R , for all t g 0, t w , we have t w s1, 1t 0 R R0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .q‘. But, t w s sup t w s lim t w s q‘.R R ) 5 w 5 R R “q‘ R0 1, 1
Ž . Ž . w . 1, 1Then, we define T t w s T t w for all t g 0, q‘ and all w g W .R 0
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Ž . 1, 1So, by 20 we have for all w g W ,
n u , x s T t w u , xŽ . Ž . Ž .t
tqu¡
w 0, x q G T s w x ds if t q u ) 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H~s 0¢w t q u , x if yr F t q u F 0.Ž .
24Ž .
Ž .The infinitesimal generator of T t is given by
Aw s w , D A s w g W 2, 1 , w 0, . s G w . . 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ç Ç
So,
T t w 0, x if t ) 0Ž . Ž .Ž .
n t , x s 26Ž . Ž .½ w xw t , x if t g yr , 0Ž .
is the unique solution of the problem
›¡
t , . s G n .Ž . Ž . Ž .t~ . 27Ž .› t¢n s w0
Finally, we have the following theorem:
1, 1Žw x 1Ž .. w .THEOREM 7. For all w g W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘ and all T g 0, q‘ ,
Ž . 1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..problem 27 has a unique solution n g W yr, T ; L 0, q‘ , gi¤en by
Ž .26 .
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..For all w g W yr, 0 ; L 0, q‘ , we define
q‘ q‘ 0




A w x s f x , f t , j g t , j w yt , j dj dt .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H
0 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . q‘ q‘ Ž Ž .. Ž . ŽSo, L n s N t and A n x s H H f x, f t , j g t , j n t yt t 0 0
. Ž .t , j dj dt . Thus, Eq. 1 becomes
n t , x s 2 H L n A n x . 28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .t t
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Ž . Ž .In order to return to Eq. 28 , we integrate 27 from 0 to t, for all
x G 0:
› ›t t
n s, x ds s 2 H L n A n x ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H H s s› s › s0 0
It is equivalent to
n t , x y n 0, x s 2 H L n A n x y 2 H L n A n x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t t 0 0
i.e.,
n t , x s 2 H L n A n x q n 0, x y 2 H L n A n x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .t t 0 0
So, an additional condition comes out:
n 0, . s 2 H L n A n . . 29Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose H , H , H , and H and consider theŽ f . Žg . Žf . ŽH .
1, 1Žw x 1Ž .. 1Ž .map defined from W yr, 0 ; L A , A into L A , A by1 2 1 2
G w . s w 0, . y 2 H L w A w . ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1, 1 w x 1for all w g W yr , 0 ; L A , A .Ž .Ž .1 2
Then,
Ž . 1, 1Žw x 1Ž .. 1Ž .i G is continuous from W yr, 0 ; L A , A into L A , A .1 2 1 2
Ž .  1, 1Žw x 1Ž .. Ž .Ž . 4ii B s w g W yr, 0 ; L A , A : G w . s 0 is a closed1 2
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..and nonempty set of W yr, 0 ; L A , A .1 2
Ž . 1, 1Žw x 1Ž .. 5Proof. i Let w , w g W yr, 0 ; L A , A such that w y1 2 1 2 1
5w “ 0. We have1, 12
G w x y G w xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2
s w 0, x y w 0, xŽ . Ž .1 2
y 2 H L w A w x y H L w A w xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
s w 0, x y w 0, xŽ . Ž .1 2
y 2 H L w A w x y A w xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 1 2




G w x y G w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 2
A1
A2F w 0, x y w 0, x dxŽ . Ž .H 1 2
A1
A2q 2 H L w A w x y A w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . H1 1 2
A1




A w x y A w x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 1 2
A1
tA A 22 2s f x , f t , jŽ .Ž .H H H
A A t1 1 1
=g t , j w yt , x y w yt , x dt dj dxŽ . Ž . Ž .1 2
tA 22 5 5F g t , j w yt , x y w yt , x dt dj F k w y w .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 1, 11 2 1 2
A t1 1
w xFrom 10 , the norm
0
5 5 1w s w 0, . q w u , . duŽ . Ž .ÇL0 H L1
yr
5 5is equivalent to . . So,1, 1
A2
w 0, x y w 0, x dxŽ . Ž .H 1 2
A1
0
5 5s w y w y w u , . y w u , . du .1Ž . Ž .Ç Ç0 H1 2 1 2 L
yr
< Ž . Ž . < 5 5 1 < Ž Ž ..We have L w y L w F w y w and H g C , so, H L w y1, 11 2 1 2 1
Ž Ž .. < A2 < Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . < A2 < Ž . Ž . <H L w , H A w x y A w x dx, and H w 0, x y w 0, x dx2 A 1 2 1 1 21
5 5converges to 0 as w y w “ 0. Hence, the result.1, 11 2
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Ž . Ž . y1Ž 4.ii The function 0 g B and by i G is continuous, so B s G 0
1, 1 1Žw x Ž ..is a nonempty closed set of W yr, 0 ; L A , A .1 2
In order to determine an element in B, i is sufficient to start from any
w x Ž .function defined on yt , yt = A , A . In fact, suppose w g B: De-2 1 1 2
w x Ž .note w the restriction of w to yt , yt = A , A and w the1 2 1 1 2 2
w x Ž . 1, 1Žw x 1Žrestriction to yt , 0 = A , A . We search w g W yt , 0 ; L A ,1 1 2 2 1 1
..A , such that2
w yt , . s w yt , . and w 0, x s k A w x , 30Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2 1 1 1 2 1
Ž Ž ..where k s 2 H L w . So
tA 022k s 2 H w u , y du g t , y dt dyŽ . Ž .H H H½ 5
A t yt1 1
t ytA 2 12s 2 H w u , y du g t , y dt dyŽ . Ž .H H H 1½ A t yt1 1
tA 022q w u , y du g t , y dt dyŽ . Ž .H H H 2 5A t yt1 1 1
t ytA 2 12s 2 H w u , y du g t , y dt dyŽ . Ž .H H H 1½
A t yt1 1
A 02q w u , y du dy .Ž .H H 2 5
A yt1 1
Denote
t ytA 2 12 wI s w u , y du g t , y dt dy , q‘ .Ž . Ž .H H H 1
A t yt1 1
Ž . Ž .If k g 2 H I , then the problem is reduced to finding w , verifying 30 ,2
and such that
A 02
w u , y du dyŽ .H H 2
A yt1 1
t ytA 2 12y1s 2 H k y w u , y du g t , y dt dy. 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H 1
A t yt1 1
1, 1Žw xThe set of admissible w is a nonempty closed subset of W yt , 0 ;2 1
1Ž .. 1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..L A , A . In fact, for all c g W yt , yt ; L A , A and for k1 2 2 1 1 2
Ž . 1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..in 2 H I , we consider the map defined from W yt , 0 ; L A , A1 1 2
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into R defined by
A 02 y1Ä ÄF c s c u , y du dy y 2 H kŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . H Hc
A yt1 1
t ytA 2 12q c u , y du g t , y dt dy.Ž . Ž .H H H
A t yt1 1
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..It is easily verified that F is continuous on W yt , 0 ; L A , A .c 1 1 2
y1Ž 4. 1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..So, F 0 , is a closed, nonempty subset of W yt , 0 ; L A , A ,c 1 1 2
1ŽŽ . Ž ..contained in a ball of L yt , 0 = A , A . More precisely, it is the1 1 2
1ŽŽ . Ž ..intersection of the ball with the positive cone of L yt , 0 = A , A .1 1 2
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..Moreover, one has to have w g W yt , 0 ; L A , A , with2 1 1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .w yt , . s w yt , . and w 0, . s k A w . . These two conditions de-2 1 1 1 2 1
1, 1Žw x 1Ž ..termine a closed subset of W yt , 0 ; L A , A which is dense in the1 1 2
intersection of the ball with the positive cone.
PROPOSITION 9. Suppose H , H , H , and H . Then, for allŽ f . Žg . Žf . ŽH .
Ž .n G 0, in B, the solution n of 1 , with n as initial ¤alue, is positi¤e.o 0
Proof. From the fact that the parameters f , g , f, and H are positive,
w xthe proof follows the same steps as in 2 .
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
w x w x Ž . Ž .In 2 and 4 , Eq. 1 , or a delay equation modelled on 1 , is dealt with
using a direct method. In the direct method, the equation is treated as an
integral equation: One of the shortcomings of this approach is the lack of
a suitable linearization that could be used in looking at the stability of
solutions. The technique employed here allows the derivation of such a
linearization. Developments along these lines are deferred to a further
study.
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